crystal is represented by a symbol indicative of the laws from which it results; the symbol, by varying the indices only, may be made to represent any law whatever: and by means of these indices, and of the primary angles of the substance, we obtain a general formula, expressing the dihedral angle contained between any one plane resulting from crystalline laws, and any other. In the same manner we can find the angle contained between any two edges of the derived crystal. Conversely, knowing the plane or dihedral angles of any crystal, and its primary form, we can by a direct and general process deduce the laws of decrement according to which it is constituted. The same formula are capable of being applied to the investigation of a great variety of pro perties of crystals of various kinds, as will be shown in the sequel. We shall begin with the consideration of the rhom boid, and the figures deduced from i t ; and we shall after wards proceed to other primary forms. § 1. The Rhomboid.
2. Let there be a rhomboid, A , Fig. l . divided into a num ber of small equal rhomboids by planes parallel to its faces. Let any one of the points of division of each of its three upper edges be taken, as P, Q, R ; and let a plane pass through these three points P, Q,R. Let the small rhomboids which are above this plane be removed, so as to leave a uniform assemblage of cavities. Then, the remaining surface P Q R, being com posed of the trihedral angles of small rhomboids, if we sup pose the small rhomboids to become smaller than the least distinguishable magnitude, the surface P Q R will appear a plane. And if we suppose these rhomboids to represent the 89 the angles of crystals.
primary form of a crystalline body, P Q R will be a secondary surface deduced from a certain arrangement of these primary elements.
Let the three upper edges of the rhomboid, A x , Ay, A be considered as three axes of co-ordinates; and let the cor responding co-ordinates be x,y We can then express the plane P Q R by means of these co-ordinates. If, for in stance, we consider an edge of the small rhomboid as unity, and if AP, AQ, AR contain respectively 9, 6, and 3 of these edges, the equation to the plane P, Q, R, will be and if the numbers of small rhomboids in AP, AQ, AR be respectively h, k, /, the equation to the plane will be If h, k, l be multiplied by any common quantity m, so that the equation becomes T + f + T -m' it is clear that the plane P Q R will continue parallel to its former position, and may be considered as deduced from the same law as before. Hence it appears, that in the equa tion -jr -j-+ ~ = m,the quantity m does not serve to de termine the position or law of formation of the plane, and may be any whatever. If we make o, the plane P Q R , still continuing parallel to its former position, will pass through the point A ; and as we have to consider only the angles made by planes and their intersections, we may in such calculations suppose all our planes to pass through this point A, MDCCCCXXV.
N go Mr. W h e w e l l on calculating
Since therefore the direction of the plane P Q R is com pletely determined by the three quantities , k, l, we may re present it by writing those three quantities thus y ] ;* or, if the equation be px + qy the plane by the symbol (J>; q; r). $. According to the law of symmetry which prevails in the production of crystalline forms, if one edge or face of the primary solid be modified in any manner, the other homo logous edges and faces will be similarly modified. Hence, if one plane exist, other corresponding planes must also exist, and these we may call co-existent planes to the first.
Thus if we have a plane P Q R , Fig. 2 , and if we take AP' =s AQ, and AQ' = AP, we must also have a plane F Q R : for the edges As, Ay being perfectly similarly situated, if one of them be affected in any manner, the other must be similarly affected. Hence, if we have a plane (p; q ; r), we must have one r). The same is also true of z; and by considering this in the same manner, it will be seen that the plane ( p ; q ; r) has th existent planes (q;p;r) ( r;q\p) (p;r-q) ( q\r\p) (r;p;q). That is, there are all the permutations that can be made by altering the arrangement of the three quantities/), q, r; that the one which stands first in order being always the coefficient of the second that of y, and the third that of z.
These six planes may be represented by a single symbol * We might represent the plane by (h; kl), which shows m law of its formation; but in all our subsequent calculations we have to use the re ciprocals, and hence our formulae are simplified by using the symbol (p ; ; where p, q, r are the coefficients of the equation. {py q>r)> ^ being understood, that when quantities are only separated by c o m m a s, they are to be taken in all the ways in which they can be permuted. In the same manner (/>, q;r) may represent the two planes (q,p;r), the permutations not extending to r, which is separated by a semicolon. In the case of the rhomboid, however, the per mutations always include all the three quantities, in conse quence of the similarity of its three edges.
4. We have hitherto considered only the planes produced by cutting off the upper angle ; but we may represent in the same manner the plane produced by truncating any other angle. It m aybe observed that the angles fig. 3 , which are separated from the superior angle A by an edge, are called lateral angles. The angles x', zf, which are separated from A by a diagonal, are called inferior angles.
hetp q r, fig. 3 , be a plane produced by a truncation at the lateral angles :
xp,xqyxr being , , l respectively. Produce r A beyond A, and take AP = , AQ = AR = x r ; then the plane P Q R will be parallel to r, and may be taken instead of it. Now it is manifest that the equation to this plane is ----j + x + T ~ 1 ' and therefore its symbol is | -T-)* ^ = X5 q = y , r = , the equation is --{-+ = and the symbol (-p ; q\ r ) . Hence a plane which cuts off the lateral solid angles is distinguished by having one negative index.
In the same manner let p q fig. 4 , cut off an inferior angle x \ so that x' p s= A, x' q = AR=:x! p, AQ = x'q, AR=z xfr, the plane P Q parallel to p q r, and its equation will be X -T -T = 1; orpx -qy -rz=i-.
and its symbol --j-»----or (/>;-1 > -r 0 -Hence a plane which cuts off the inferior solid angles is distinguished by having two negative indices. It may be observed, that in both these cases the coexistent planes are given by taking the permutations of p,q,r; and may be represented as before by (-q, r) and (/>, -q; -r). There will in each case be six ; two for each angle.
5. If one of the quantities AP, AQ, AR, or , in any of these cases become infinite, we shall have a truncation of an edge of the rhomboid. Thus if AP, in fig. 2 , become in finite, we have a plane cutting off the terminal edge A fig. 5 . And since h is infinite, if ~, the equation of this plane is qy + rz = 1; and its symbol ( In the same manner, making x'r infinite in fig. 4 , we have, for a plane truncating the lateral edge x( y, an equation pxqy ss 1, and a symbol ( p; -q; The terminal edges of A x } A y, A z , are not similarly affected with the lateral edges xy',y z, xf y,yz', z'x. 6. Instead of supposing the secondary faces to be produced by removing a part of the rhomboid A a, we may conceive, with Hauy, that this larger figure is composed by adding successive layers of the small component rhomboids to a rhomboidal nucleus; and that the secondary faces are pro duced by supposing the magnitude of these layers to de crease according to any law. And it will be easy to show 
The symbols of the faces of the primary form are o, o). 7.There is in fact, however, no necessity to suppose the secondary forms to be produced either by truncation of a primary one, or by addition to it. If we suppose that the small rhomboids, of which A a was assumed to be made up, are continued through all the space round the point A, we may conceive a plane to pass among these, parallel to PQ R . And this plane will be represented by ; r) indepen dently of any consideration of the rhomboid A a or the point A ; for if we take any p o i n t , and from it draw lines to the plane, parallel to the three edges A x , A y, A z , these three lines will be as-k,y,And any other plane may simi larly pass among the small rhomboids, and be represented by ( P '9 q' ; O -^ we obtain any solid figure contained by such planes, we may, by supposing those of the small If there be three co-ordinates any how situated so that the dihedral angle at the axis x between the plane u; the dihedral angle at the axis y, jQ ; and at the axis z, y : and if d be the cosine of the angle which a line perpendicular to the plane yz makes with x; e the cosine of the angle which a line perpendicular to xz makes withy ; f the cosine of the angle which a line perpendicular to makes with z : and if 9 be the angle of two planes whose equations are A -|-By -j-C!% = m, A'
x + B 'y -f-C' z == ; we shall have Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Vol. II. P. I. If we have to find the angle of two planes resulting from the same law, [p'\ qr') will be a permutation of ; r ) ; and the denominator of -cos. will be P* + + r* -2 (PV + pr + qr) cos. We shall take examples of the use of these formulae.
Ex. 1. To find the angle made by two planes of carbonate of lime resulting from the law* (4,-5, -5). ( -honatee Cuboide of Hauy).
The primary form of carbonate of lime is a rhomboid in which the angle ot is 1050 5', and therefore cos. = -.2602.
Two of the secondary planes will be (4 ; -5; -a n d (-5 ; 4 ; -5), and if 0 be the angle contained by these .0297
A variety of other rhomboids may be produced in this and other substances by other laws. In all cases, if two of the indices of the symbol be equal, as (^>, q, q), there will only * That this law is what H auy calls a decrement on the inferior angles of 4 in breadth to 5 in height, and is in his notation represented by the symbol e JL .
The angles obtained in the text differ slightly from these given by H auy in con sequence of his having assumed the angle of the primary rhomboid of carbonate of lime, -104° .28' .40*, for the convenience of using the cosine --i-.
be three coexistent planes; and if each of these planes be repeated, we shall have three pairs of parallel planes con taining a rhomboid. If the three indices in the symbol (/>, r) be all different, we shall have six planes, and repeating each of these, we shall have a dodecahedron consisting of two six-sided pyra mids. To this case belongs the following example:
Ex. 2. To find the angle of planes in carbonate of lime, resulting from the law (1, -2 ,0 ). (Decrement on the lateral edges by two rows in breadth. Symbol D9. Chaux Carbonatee Metastatique. H a u y .)
Two adjacent* planes are (1; -2 ; o) (1 ; o ; -2), and preserving the same notation as before -C0S-6 = 5+4*air. = --2525. 9 = 104° 38'. By other laws we should find other dodecahedrons and their angles. But in many cases we have two laws, pro ducing two sets of faces, and it may be required to find the angle between those of one set and of the other. We proceed now to the inverse problem ; having given the angles of the secondary crystal to find the law of its planes. And we shall first suppose the secondary form to 97 be a rhomboid ; in which case, as has already been observed, two of the indices in the symbol are equal.
Prop. Knowing the dihedral angles of the secondary rhom boid, to find the symbol of its planes, Let (p,q,q) he the symbol of the planes, the angle of (p; q; q) and 11 Prop Knowing the lateral angles made, at the termi nal edges, by the planes of any bipyramidal dodecahedron to find the symbols.
If we have planes (p, q, r) they will generally form a bipy ramidal dodecahedron, and the six angles at the edges of each pyramid will be alternately greater and less. be the order of magnitude of the indices, p being the great est, the order of the faces will be that represented in fig. (see hereafter the section on the arrangement of faces). Hence faces occur in the order ; q; ( ; ; r) ( r ; &c.: and if 9 be the angle of the two first, and of the next, we shall have
from which equations we have to determine q and r in terms of^>.
To eliminate in these equations would lead to expressions of four dimensions, and it will generally be simpler to find q and r by trial. If we assume for p any number, as 12 ; q and r, which generally bear to it very simple ratios, will in most cases be whole numbers, and may be found by a few trials. And if the ratios of q and to involve quantities which are not divisors of 12, still the trials made on this supposition will indicate nearly the values of q and r ; and by trying other values for p ,we may obtain them accurat If two of the indices, as q, r be negative; the order of the faces will be ( p; -r ; -q )( -&c. and the rest of the process will be the same as before. Or we may find them directly thus. Since one of the three p ,q, r is indeterminate, assume^)2-}-q2-\-r w 2 (/> + />r + # r) cos. For this purpose the planes must be parallel to the axis; and the equation of a plane must be consistent with the equa tions of the axis, which are y = x, z = x. Let ( p; q; r ) be the plane ; .*. the equation to it, supposing it to pass through the origin; and ce jy = x ,z = : x ; we have px+q p = ~-(q-\-r). If r = q,p~ -2 q;the planes are (-2, l, l) and the ioo Mr. Whewell on calculating secondary rhomboid becomes a regular hexagonal prism. (Example. Chaux Carbonatee Prismatique. Hauy.) In other cases the secondary form is an irregular hexago nal prism, the angles being equal, three and three alternately.
14. Prop. T o find the symbol of a plane which truncates any edge of a given form.
Let two faces ( p; q; r) (/>'; q'; r') meet, a be a plane which truncates the edge formed by their inter section : the plane must be parallel to this intersection j and the equations to the intersection must be consistent with the equation P # + Qy + R % = o. Now for the intersection we have p % + q y + r z = °, p'x + <fy + = o : whence (pepp ' q ) x = ( q r '-q ' r ) z, (p' Multiply P r + QjV + R^= 0 by (</r'-and substitute, and we have p (q r'-c/r) + Q ( / / r_ /> r') + R (/> q'-p'q) 0. And if P, Q, R fulfil this condition, (P ; Q ; R) will be a plane truncating the edge as required.
15. Prop. T o find the symbol of a plane which truncates an edge of any secondary rhomboid. This is a particular case of last Prop, when instead of (p:q; r) (p'l q r'), the planes are (p; ; ; He equation *of condition becomes
or P^ + Q^ -R(/) + ^r)=;o Hence if R = q,P + Q p-j-, and with this (P ; Q ; q) is the plane required. Ex. Required the planes which truncate the edges of the rhomboid produced by the law (3, -1__1) Here p-j-q = 2; .*. the values which may be given to P, Q are any number whose sum is 2. Thus ( 1 , 1 , -1) (2, o, -1) are truncating faces. (This rhomboid truncated by these two planes occurs in H a u y 's Chaux Carbonatee Progressive. Fig. 4 1 .) The plane thus determined will always be parallel to the intersection of the two planes ; but in order that it may trun cate the edge, it must meet both of them on the really exist ing part of each plane. This condition is easily introduced in each particular case.
16. In order to express, by means of the symbols already introduced, any crystal whatever, we may write down the symbols of the faces by which it is bounded ; indicating by the punctuation the permutations which are allowed. It will be convenient also to mark the number of the faces which arise from these permutations. In the rhomboid, when all the three indices are different, this number will be six. When two are alike, it it will be three. Thus ( ) (/>, q, r) may indi cate that the crystal has six faces arising from the law ex pressed by Qp, q , r) and (3) ( p , />, r) may repr with three faces arising from the law (p,p,r); which is what would, according to H a u y , be called a decrement on an angle at the summit.
It often happens that faces in a crystal are repeated ; that is, that there are faces parallel to one another, one of which may be considered as a repetition of the other. In that case we may distinguish them by placing a 2 before them as a multiplier. Thus 2 (3) (^>, p, r) indicates a rhomboid pro duced by repeating each of the three faces represented by (P'P> r)* This is in fact the mode in which a rhomboid is always produced. In the same manner 2 (6) , r) is the the angles o f crystals.
symbol of a dodecahedron, which results from repeating each of the six planes (p, q, r). §. 2. The Quadrangular Prism.
17.
The quadrangular prism may be right or oblique, and its base may be a square, a rectangle, a rhombus, or a pa rallelogram. But in all cases we may take one of its angles, and make that the origin of co-ordinates ; and taking two of our co-ordinates along two edges of the base, and the third along the length of the prism, we shall be able to express the secondary planes in the same manner as in the case of the rhomboid. There will however be some additional con siderations to introduce, since the edges of the prism may be of different magnitudes; and its angles not being symme trical like those of a rhomboid, we shall no longer have the same coexistent planes which we had in the former case.
In order to introduce the first consideration, let and y, fig. 6 , be the co-ordinates in the direction of the edges of the base, and % in that of the length of the prism. Let the space bounded by the co-ordinate planes be filled with small similar prisms, and let their edges in the directions % be a, b, c respectively. Let a secondary plane P Q R be formed, by taking away h prisms along the edge x, along y, and l along % ; then the lengths of AP, AQ, AR will be ha, kb, lc respectively; and the equation to the plane will be 
103
-zssq, y = r, (p ; q; r) may still be taken for the symbol of the plane. In this case are the co-efficients of the equation to the plane, and are to be used for A, B, C in calculating the angles which the planes make with each other.
We shall use the following terms ; a rhombic prism is one whose base is a rhombus : an oblique rhombic , fig, 8 , is one in which the sides are not at right angles to the base, the angles of the sides, as BA z, CA # being equal. A dou oblique prismy fig. 7 , is one in which the angles of the sides at the base BA z, CA z are unequal. Prisms are called square or rectangular when their bases are so : and when the base is a parallelogram with unequal sides, and angles not right an gles, the prism is called oblique-angled. Besides these we have a prism which we may call the oblique rectangular prism* fig. 9 , in which besides the two rectangular ends we have two sides, as c za nd the opposite one, also rectangles.
1. The doubly-oblique fig. 7 . 18.
In this, since the angles are all different, no one of the solid angles (A, B, C, D) is similar to another. Hence if a plane be formed on one of the angles, there is no plane ne cessarily formed on another angle; consequently a plane as (pq; r) or (p; -q; -r) does not necessarily imply any co existent plane, and the symbol is to be written with the mark (;) between the indices, to show that no permutations are allowed.
Let the edges of the subtractive prisms in last article be * We might consider B z as the base of prism, by which means it would be a right oblique angled prism. But the method adopted in the text seems to be more natural and simple. calculating in the direction AB, b in the direction AC, c in the direction Az. Then putting for A, B, C in the formula, Art.
8, we shall have the angles made by secondary planes. Conversely, knowing the angles made by secondary planes we may determine A, B, C, as before, and when we have found in crystals the same substance, various values of A, B, C, we have
p A a and a, b, c are to be assumed so that q : and r : p may be numerical ratios as simple as possible.
The oblique rhombic
, fig. 8 .
19
. In this case the angles 2AB, z AC, and the sides AB, AC are equal; and consequently the two faces z AB, % AC are symmetrical; and whatever secondary plane is formed with reference to one, we must have a co-existent plane cor responding to the other. Hence, if we have a plane ( ; r) we must have a plane (<7; p \r ) and we may exp these by the symbol (p, q; r) the (,) indicating that the co-or dinates x and y may be exhanged, z remaining the same. And this is true whether p , q , r be positive o Here having found p, q, and r we have ha, ka, lc a and b are equal, and their values are to be determined as before.
3. The oblique rectangular Prism, fig. 9 . 20. Here the solid angles A and C are similar in all re spects, A being contained by two right angles BAC, CA z and the angle BAz, and C by the angles DCA, ACo, oCD equal to them. Hence whatever plane be formed on A, we must have a coexistent plane on C, agreeing with it, except that the ordinate in AC is in the opposite direction: that is (p ; <7; tj {P;-< 7 ; r ) are co-existent planes. These may be included in the formula (p ; ± q ; r).
4.
The right oblique-angled , fig. 10 .
21
. It is obvious that the opposite angles A and D of the base of this prism are similar in all respects ; and with any secondary plane formed on one of them, we must have a co-existent similar plane on the other. That is, we must have a second plane, when x and y are negative, as they were positive in the first. Hence ( ; ; (-; -; r) are co existent planes ; and we may express them thus ; ±q,r) it being understood in such symbols that the upper signs are taken together, and the lower together.
The right rhombic
, fig. 10 .
22. Here, the opposite angles A, D are similar, and also the adjacent sides. Hence with a plane (/>; we have co-existent planes (-p ; -q; r ( q ; p; r) (-• may be included in the symbol (+ p 9 ± q ; r) the upper signs being taken together as before, and q being permutable as is indicated by the comma. the signs being taken in horizontal pairs, P 7. The right square .
24. In this case, besides the co-existent planes which we have in the last figure, we shall have those which arise from considering that the sides AB, AC are symmetrical, that is p and q are permutable. Here the symbol is r )
this will give eight secondary faces.
8. The Cube.
25. This differs from the last in having the edge in the direction % similar to those in x and Hence , , r may be permuted and the symbol is [ X pr ) which gives 2 condary faces.* There is no necessity to vary the sign of r, for the plane (p; q ; -r) is the same as (-p ; -; r). § 3. The regular Tetrahedron and Octahedron.
2 6 . In this and other cases where the figure is bounded by more than three planes we shall make three of the primary faces co-ordinate planes, and the remaining primary faces will be expressed by different symbols. Also the co-existent planes will be differently represented accordingly as they are on one angle or another, and we shall in each case have to determine the different forms which will thus occur.
Let Axyz, fig. 12 , be a regular tetrahedron, and let Ay, Az be three co-ordinates.
* In some cases however, we have only half the number of faces which the law of symmetry would give. Thus in the case of the pentagonal dodecahedron derived from the cube, the law is (2, 1 ,0 ); but the faces which occur are (2; i ; o) (1; o; 2) (o; 2; 1) which by the changes of sign become 12. The other 12 which arise from the symbols (1 j 2; o ) (2; o ; 1) ( o ; 1; 2) are excluded. If ~ ~p, = q}j = r, the symbol of the plane PQR will be (p p q * p -r). In the same way we shall have at the angles y and , planes (q-p ; q ; q-r)and q -r; r).
But the edges
Ax, A y, A za re also similar, and pi q,t may be permuted in any manner. Hence we have these co-existent planes (P>P-qip -r), (q-p i q, q -r), the angles o f crystals.
)•
It being understood that in each parenthesis the indices which are separated by commas may undergo any permutation. The first symbol (p, q, r )g ives 6 planes, and the others also 6 each, making in all 24.
If the primary form be known to be a regular tetrahedron, it is evident that the first symbol ( , , r) must be understood as implying also the rest. But in order to express all the planes we may include them in one symbol thus { ( p .q , 0 {p,p -q,p -r)&c-} the &c. implying the coexistent planes.
27. Prop. T o determine the symbol of the planes which truncate the edges of a tetrahedron.
The plane truncating the edge is (o ; : and hence by last article the general symbol includes the planes (o ,q,r), {q,q,q-r), (r,r -q,r) which gives 12 planes. We omit (o, -q, -r), which is identical with (o, q , r ) . lfq = r the planes are expressed by (o, ) , which gives 3 planes ; but in order to truncate the six edges, each is used twice, and the symbol is 2 (3) (o, , q) .
The regular octahedron is bounded by the same 4 planes as the tetrahedron, each being used twice ; and its symbol is a (4) {(1,0,0) (1,1, i)|.
Its edges are also parallel to the edges of the tetrahedron, each being used twice. And any plane which can be deduced from the octahedron, may with equal simplicity be deduced from the tetrahedron.
28. Prop. In the regular tetrahedron to find the angle contained by planes (o, 1, 1).
109
The plane angles of the tetrahedron are 6o°; and hence, to find its dihedral angles, we have to find the angle of an equilateral spherical triangle whose sides are 6o°. If a be this angle, we have cos. a = cotan. 60 . tan. 30 = tan.2 30 = -.
* 3
Let 9 be the angle of the planes (o, 1, 1) (1,0, 1), and we have by the formula -cos. 9 = 3 c-s' * = o because cos. = -. 2 -2 COS. *
3
Hence the angle of the planes is a right angle. And in the same manner the angles made by the other planes will be right angles. The figure will be a cube bounded by the 3 planes (o, 1,1) twice repeated.
Irregular Tetrahedrons and Octahedrons.

29.
If we have an octahedron composed of two right quadrilateral pyramids, similar and equal, set base to base, we shall call this a right octahedron and it will be termed square, rectangular, or rhombic, when the base is so. The tetrahedron, from which the right rectangular octahedron is derived, may be called the direct symmetrical tetrahedron; and that from which the right rhombic octahedron is derived, may be called the inverse symmetrical tetrahedron, on account of properties which will be explained immediately. Also, all the planes which can be derived from the octahedrons, may be derived more simply from the corresponding tetra hedrons ; and we shall find the coexistent planes, and the angles made by the faces, in the same manner as in the previous cases. 
so. Let
A x y z, fig. is , be a tetrahedron, and let all its edges be bisected, and the bisections joined by lines drawn in the faces. We shall thus have an octahedron DEFGHK. If we consider EFHK as the common base of the two pyra mids of which the octahedron is composed, when EFHK is a rectangle, the octahedron is called rectangular; and when EFHK is a square, the octahedron is called square.
Let EFHK be a rectangle, the octahedron being a right ■ one. Then all the faces of the octahedron will be isosceles triangles, of which DEF, DHK, GFE, GHK will be equal to each other, and the other four also equal to each other. Also, it is easily seen that the triangle has its sides double of those of EFG, and is similar to i t ; and similarly x y z has its sides double of KHG. Therefore the two tri angles A y z, x y z are both isosceles, (y % being the base,) and are equal in every respect; and similarly y A x and z A x are isosceles triangles equal in every respect.
Hence the solid angles at y and z are equal in every re spect, and also those at A and x. And a plane passing through A x and through the middle of would divide the tetrahedron symmetrically into two equal portions. Hence we have called this the direct symmetrical tetrahedron.
We may suppose the solid angle A to be filled with paral lelepipeds, the planes of which are parallel to the planes Axyy A x zy Ay zy in the same manner as the solid angle A, fig. 1 . And by removing these parallelepipeds according to any law, as in fig. 1 , we obtain a secondary plane, of which the symbol and the equation may be known from the law.
I l l
31. But since the solid angles at A and at are symmetri cal, for every plane at A we shall have a co-existent plane at x* of which we shall find the equation.
We may as before suppose A Ay, A to be co-ordi nates, and with any plane p q r at A we shall have a co-exist ent plane PQR at x, such that P, Q, R are equal to Ap, A q , A rr espectively. Prop. The symbol of p q rb eing (/>; to find the symbol of PQR.
Let the small component parallelepipeds have the edge in direction A i = a, and the edges in directions Ay, A z each = c (these being equal). Also, let A = Ay = = r.f And let the plane pqr be obtained by taking away h molecules in the direction Ax, k in the direction Ay, and l in the direc tion A 2. Therefore A p z= z h a ,A q = kc, and the equation to the plane pqr is JL ±1 1 i __ .
h a " * k c » l c '
. # 4 ■ * The parallelepipeds of which the solid is supposed to be made up at are not in the same position with those of which it is supposed to be made up at A. Those at x are bounded by planes parallel to A x yA xz, yx z, as those at A are by the planes which meet at A. If the crystal be divisible according to all the planes of a tetrahedron or octahedron, there are four different kinds of parallelepiped of which it may be conceived to be composed, corresponding to the four angles A, x, y, z. And we may take any one of these kinds with equal propriety. In fact, the mode of conceiving secondary planes to be formed by removing parallelepipeds, is an assumption to be considered right only so far as it exhibits the dependence of secondary planes upon the simplicity of the ratios p:
f If we suppose A xy z to be made up of parallelepipeds, Ax, Ay, and A z having equal numbers of them, planes parallel to will pass through all their angles. And if instead of parallelepipeds, we suppose that we have only points in space where the angles of the parallelepipeds would be, the planes which are determined by any adjacent three points will be the four planes, Axy, A xz, the angles o f . 
P-7 + (P-q )~ + (,P-r) T = m
and their symbols are ( p; q; r), Also the edges Ay, A 2 are symmetrical; and hence we have two other co-existent planes ( p; r ; g) (/> -r\ These are included in the formula |(/>; q,r)(p; p-q,p-r)J.
The solid angles at y and z are also sym plane being supposed to be formed at y as before, we must have a co-existent plane at z. Let p' q1 be a plane cutting off the angle y, and b being the edge of a molecule in the direction y z , let yp', y q', yr' = A 6, k c , l c let zF, zQ ', zR! = y p ', y (f, y respectively. Then p' r* and P Q' R# will be co-existent planes; and the condition of their co-existence is included in the preceding symbol. The quantities a, b, c are as that is as A and Ay. Or, referring to the octahedron in fig. 13 , they are as FH, FE, and FD.
The square Octahedron.
32. When EFHK, fig. 13 , is a square, will be equal, and the solid angles at y and z will be symmetrical to those at A and x, and will be similarly affected. Hence for a plane at A there will be co-existent planes at y and Prop. T o find the symbols of co-existent planes in this case, If we take z P, z Q', z R', = y p', y q', y r ;, = A , A re spectively, we shall, as in last article, find the equation of the planes p' q1 r', P Q' R' to be ( i _ 4 )^ + ^ + ( 1 _ 4 )^= w l q; q-p) and -r; q-p; q ). But we have also a co-existent plane (^>; r; q) and therefore also (rq; r; r -p) and (r -; r -p ; r) Hence in the square octahedron we have co-existent planes which may be included in this symbol {(/>; 9 ' r)(p''p -r>p -q)(q -r; q, q -p)(r-q-,r,r-p))t All which are implied in [ p; q ; r).
MDCCCXXV. O the angles o f crystals.
i i 4
Mr. W hewell on calculating $3. Prop. Having given the symbol of a plane derived from the tetrahedron, to find the manner in which it cuts the octahedron, Fig. 13 .
Let PQR be any plane at the angle A ; and let PQ meet DKandDE in S a n d T D S = 2^2 =D P . ^ =D P .
± .
And drawing QL parallel to DE, DF = ^LpLPP In the same way we find the portions cut ofi from DH and D F : and hence it appears that a plane cuts off from the four edges, which meet at the vertex D of the pyra mid, lines which, parallel to the edges in the directions Ay, A z, x y, x z ,aTe as
In whatever manner the plane DEF is cut by the plane PQR, the plane DHK will be similarly cut by the co-existent plane at x.
34. Hence, knowifig the law by which a secondary face is derived from the octahedron, we can find its symbol.
The primary form is a square octahedron ; to find the symbol of the face 2E 3 {Ex. Zircon unibinaire, H a u y ).
This plane is drawn cutting off the angle E, in such a man ner that the portions cut from E F, E G are double of those from EK, ED respectively ; and the section on the face EFG parallel to FG or to Ay.
Since the part cut from EG, parallel to A z, is double of that from ED, parallel to x y, and is in the negative direction,
Also since the section is parallel to Ay we must have o. Hence (2 ; o ; 1) is the symbol required. And the co-ex istent planes are (2 ; o, 1; (2 ; 1, 2) (-1 ; O, -1; -1, 1) each of the parentheses gives two planes, and hence we have 8 arising from this law.
35.
To find the angles which these planes make with the planes of the octahedron.
Example. Zircon u n i h i n a i r e , H a u y . In the square octahedron, which has been considered as the primary form of zircon, the angle of two adjacent faces of a pyramid is 1230 15', and the angle of two opposite faces measured over the summit is 950 40'. ( P h i l l i p s ).
Hence the dihedral angle at Ax, which is (<*) the angle of the planes EFK, FDH, is 95° 40'. And (/3,) the angle at Ay is the angle of DEK, FEG, and is therefore the supplement of the angle of HFG, EFG, and it is therefore = 56° 45'. In the same manner (y) the dihedral angle at A is 560 45'.
In order to apply the formulas of Art. 8, we must find the values of d, e,f. Let XYZ, fig. 15 Thus the primary faces (1 ; o ; o) have adjacent secondary faces (2 ; o ; 1) and (2 ; 1 ; o). The primary faces (o ; 1; o) have adjacent (1 ; 2 ; o) and (1 ; -1; The primary faces (o ; o ; 1) have adjacent (1; o ; 2) and (1 ; 1 ; -The primary faces (1; 1 ; 1) have adjacent (2 ; 1 ; 2) and (2; 2; 1)
Here instead of (-1; o: -2) &c. we have written (1; o; 2) &c. which represents the same plane. § 5. Inverse symmetrical Tetrahedron and rhombic Octahedron.
36.
Let A x yz , fig. 16 , be a tetrahedron ; and let its edges be bisected, and an octahedron formed as before. In this octahedron, let EFHK be the rhombic base; and the two pyramids which compose the octahedron being right ones and equal, it is evident that the four lines DE, EG, GH, HD will be equal, and the four lines DF, FG, GK, KD. Now A x is double of FH, and x yo f HK. Hence A • Similarly A y = x z , and A z = x Hence it appears t the four triangles which form the sides of the tetrahedron have their sides equal respectively, and are therefore equal and similar. Hence the four solid angles A, are con tained by equal angles, and are symmetrical. Thus the angles x A y, y A z,z A x are equal to A A xy. And this tetrahedron may be called an inverse symmetrical tetrahedron.
From the law of symmetry, whatever plane is formed at the angle A, we must have a coexistent plane at each of the angles x, y, z, the equal and opposite edges being similarly affected.
37-Prop. A plane (/>; <7; r) being known, to find the co existent planes. Mr. W hewell on calculatinĝ + (' -7 ) f 6+ ( 1 -7 ) n -c = 1 orp and its symbol is ( p; In the same manner the angle yg ives and the angle % a plane (rq; -Hence the co-existent planes are {p--,q\r),(p\p -r-,p -q),{q -r-,q-, q -p), (r -q ; r-/> ; r).
These four planes would truncate symmetrically the four faces of one of the pyramids which compose the octahedron, and planes parallel to them would truncate similarly the planes of the other pyramid.
38. Prop. T o find the portions cut from the edges of the octahedron by the plane (p ; q ; r). Let the plane P, Q, R, fig. 16 Hence for the four co-existent planes the edges cut off are respectively as ___.
q y q -p' r -qy r '
The calculations would be nearly the same as in the case of the square octahedron, article 35. We should have to calculate d, e, / from the angles of the octahedron. Thus in sulphur, according to Mr. P h i l l i p s (p. 361) we have inci dence of GEF on GEK = 106° 30 ; .*. angle at A = 730 30 = GFH on GFE = 85° 5; angle at Ay = 94° 55 = P GHF on DHF = 143° 25 ; .*. angle at A % = 35 -a And if we construct a triangle, of which the three angles are u, (3 , y, and draw arcs from these angles perpendicular on the opposite sides, the sines of these arcs will be respectively d, e,f. And by first finding the sides of the triangle by spherical trigonometry, these may be calculated.
the angles o f crystals.
119 § 6 . The regular triangular Prism. Fig. 19 .
9.
This is a right prism, having for its base an equilateral triangle. It includes the regular hexagonal prism by re peating the lateral faces. P r o p . To find the co-existent planes. By the law of symmetry, for every plane on one angle A, we must have co-existent planes on Letp qr be any plane whose symbol is ( p q; r), and the lines A its symbol, or that of PQR, is ; -q; -r). Similarly, aty, we shall have a plane ( -p -r). Also, since the edges Ax and Ay are have a plane (q; p; r). And hence the co-existent planes are (P;q;r)(p;p -q; -r)(q-p;q; -r)(q;pir)(q-,q-p-, -r) ( p -q; p; -r). Which may be included in the sym
{(
P>r-r ) (P>P -i >-r) (9.9- § 7. The rhombic Dodecahedron. fig. 20 , and from its centre of gravity A draw lines A Ax, Ay, the angles made by any two of these lines will be the same. And by taking planes passing through any two of these lines we shall have six planes symmetrically disposed, each of which will make an angle of 1200 with four others. A figure bounded by planes parallel to these planes, each taken twice, and symmetrically disposed, will be the rhombic dodecahedron.
If we take a regular tetrahedron w xy
We may consider the three lines A x, Ay, as axes of co-ordinates; and any plane p qr which cuts them must have co-existent planes cutting any two of them and A w. Also, as the lines A.z, Ay, A za re similar, in a we may present the indices in any manner.
41. P r o p . T o find the symbols of co-existent planes in the rhombic dodecahedron.
Let a plane p qr cut w A produced in O. Let x, y, z be the co-ordinates of the point O. The equations of the line A w are y -x, z = x. And if the equation to the plane 120
